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2Measuring Knowledge of Parties’ Legislative Seat Shares*
3

4SEONGHUI LEE, AGUSTINA HAIME AND RANDOLPH STEVENSONQ1

5We use two original surveys (including survey experiments) conducted the week before
6the 2015 elections in the Britain and Denmark to explore the best method for measur-
7ing individuals’ knowledge of the partisan distribution of legislative seats in multi-
8party democracies. The complete lack of such questions in the corpus of survey research on
9multi-party democracies is a testament to the skepticism that many survey researchers have

10about the feasibility of such complex questions. However, our analysis, which is the first
11empirical test of this skepticism, reveals little evidence of respondents’ frustration or high levels
12of non-cooperation with these questions. Additionally, our survey experiments, which examine
13the usefulness of different question formats, make it clear that such questions should be framed
14in terms of the numbers of seats each party holds rather than shares or percentages of seats.

15In this paper, we investigate the plausibility of using surveys to assess one particularly
16important piece of political knowledge—the relative sizes of the parties in democratic
17legislatures. This knowledge is a crucial input into heuristics that allow voters to attribute
18responsibility for policy outputs, to estimate the likely policy consequences of different electoral
19outcomes and cabinet coalitions, and to anticipate which cabinets are likely to form (e.g.,
20Fortunato and Stevenson 2013; Duch, Przepiorka and Stevenson 2015; Fortunato and
21Stevenson 2015). Knowledge of party sizes is essential to voters trying to make sense of the
22most important aspects of politics in modern democracies.
23Despite its importance, there have been few previous efforts to produce survey questions
24tapping this knowledge. We have little accumulated knowledge of how to ask questions about
25what voters think the sizes of the parties are (or will be after an election). A search of 40 years of
26national election studies and cross-national survey projects in western democracies reveals only
27a handful of questions about perceptions of the sizes of the parties in the legislature. Further, all
28of these efforts focus on only a subset of parties and do not ask about exact sizes but only size
29orderings.1

30The almost complete lack of evidence about the typical respondent’s ability to answer
31detailed questions about party sizes has not, however, tempered many survey researchers’
32strong opinions on the issue. Indeed, in several cases in which we tried to include detailed
33questions about voters’ perceptions of party sizes on election surveys managed by other
34scholars, the proposed questions were met with considerable skepticism. Respondents, the
35argument went, would not be able to answer the questions, would be frustrated by them, would
36answer haphazardly, and might simply drop out of the survey if forced to do so.2 Given that
37such questions have essentially never been asked—despite the vast number of election surveys
38that have been conducted in the last 50 years—the conviction with which these views are held is
39surprising; but also intriguing. Are the skeptics correct? Is it possible to ask respondents in an

* Seonghui Lee (randystevenson@rice.edu),Q4 Agustina Haime and Randolph Stevenson, Department of Political
Science, Rice University, Houston, TX. To view supplementary material for this article, please visit https://doi.
org/10.1017/psrm.2017.31Q3

1 For example, the Dutch 1998 national election study provided respondents pairs of parties and asked which
is larger. The Survey of Finnish Society listed a selection of parties and asked the respondent to order them by
number of seats in the legislature.

2 In one case, the managers of the survey simply refused to include the relevant questions.
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40election survey about the sizes (or the expected sizes) of a potentially large number of parties
41without frustrating them, taking too much survey time, causing them to drop out or to simply
42offer random responses? If they will answer, what are the formats that best minimize question
43difficulty and encourage thoughtful responses? In this paper, we use data from two original
44surveys to examine these questions.

45METHODS

46We rely on data from two original surveys we conducted before the most recent elections (2015)
47in Denmark and the United Kingdom.3 These surveys asked respondents questions about their
48political interest, knowledge of current events, party positions, the identity of incumbent parties,
49and their expectations about the outcomes of the election—including the likely sizes of the
50parties. The last questions were asked in four different formats and respondents were rando-
51mized to each condition. The first condition varied whether or not the respondent was asked to
52provide legislative seat percentages or the actual number of seats. Specifically, the two question
53formats that captured this treatment were as follows (for the UK example):

54Version 1 (seat number):

55In the general election on May 7, voters will choose who will fill the 650 seats in the House of
56Commons. How many seats in the House of Commons do you think each of the following parties
57will win?

58Your answer for each party must be a number between 0 and 650 and the sum of your answers
59must sum to 650. If you are uncertain please guess.

60The total number of seats displayed will adjust automatically as you add or subtract seats to
61parties, so feel free to adjust your answers until you are happy with them (and they sum to 650).

62Version 2 (seat percentage):

63In the general election on May 7, what percentage of the seats in the House of Commons do you
64think each of the following parties will win?

65Your answer for each party must be a number between 0 and 100 and the sum of your answers
66must sum to 100. If you are uncertain please guess.

67The total percentage of seats displayed will adjust automatically as you add or subtract seats to
68parties, so feel free to adjust your answers until you are happy with them (and they sum to 100
69percent).

70Each of these questions was then followed by a list of parties as illustrated in Figure 1. In one
71condition, the order of the parties was fixed and in the other it was random. In the British case,
72the fixed order was as pictured in Figure 1, with the larger parties listed first. In the Danish case,
73the order listed the largest party (which was also the current PM) first, but altered the subsequent
74order so that government parties came first.

3 The surveys were conducted on 12–17 June 2015 in Denmark and 30 April to 5 May 2015 in Britain, both
within a week before the respective elections. They were written by our team, translated and back-translated with
the help of native speakers (who were also political scientists). We administered the surveys using Qualtrics with
national samples of adults recruited from Survey Sampling International’s Internet Panel, matching census
demographics on gender and age. Additionally, the Danish sample was drawn to match the population size of
five regional divisions.
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75RESULTS

76We divide the rest of the paper into two sections, corresponding to the two main empirical
77questions. First, we ask whether the skeptics are right or wrong: Are respondents willing to
78answer this question? Do they do so thoughtfully? And, does the context (United Kingdom or
79Denmark) and/or the format of the question impact this at all?
80Second, we ask to what extent our respondents’ perceptions of party sizes are accurate and
81whether question format matters to accuracy. To preview, we find that respondents have little
82trouble answering this question and do not seem to find it more difficult than other, more often
83used, questions. Further, we identify a very important effect of question format on accuracy that
84should be well understood if such questions are to be more widely applied.

85Question 1: Are Respondents Willing to Answer the Questions?

86As mentioned above, we have encountered considerable skepticism about the willingness of
87respondents to answer questions like those illustrated in Figure 1—a skepticism that appears to
88be reflected in the almost complete lack of such questions in the corpus of existing election
89surveys. Hence, the first questions we address are whether respondents are willing to answer the
90questions, and whether, when forced to do so, they become frustrated and either abandon the
91survey or downgrade their subsequent efforts (perhaps taking subsequent questions less
92seriously).
93The most straightforward way to examine whether respondents were frustrated by the
94question is to ask how many abandoned the survey when confronted with it compared to
95other questions. This is slightly more complicated than just comparing raw numbers because
96different numbers of individuals saw each question—since at each question (other than the first)
97some individuals had previously dropped out. To handle this, we compare empirical hazard
98rates for each question, where the empirical hazard rate for a given question is simply the
99number of respondents who reached that question but did not answer it (and dropped out at

100that point).4

101Figure 2 gives the hazard rates for all the questions from the first until the question about
102party size in the Danish and UK surveys (see Online Appendix A for question wordings). First,
103in both surveys the question about expected seats is only the third highest hazard rate among the
104questions we asked. In both surveys, some of the highest hazard rates are for questions about
105each parties’ positions on specific policy issues and on a general left-right dimension—
106questions which have been asked in hundreds of election studies. Further, though the hazard rate
107for expected seat sizes is larger than for some other questions, the overall size of its hazard rates
108(and those for all the other questions) are quite low in absolute terms (about 4 percent of the
109Danish respondents who reached the seat size questions dropped out at that point).
110Of course, abandoning the survey is not the only way that a respondent who is frustrated by
111the question might choose not to cooperate with it. It could also be that respondents simply
112refused to engage with the question, while not abandoning the survey entirely. In our survey,
113however, we did not allow respondents to simply skip the question. We required respondents to
114answer the party size questions to continue with the survey and constrained the answers to their
115proper ranges and to sum to the correct amount (e.g., in the percentage condition, we required

4 The respondents could locate the progress of the survey via a progress bar indicator on the screen (which
does not show the exact percentage or pages to the completion). In our survey, not answering a question was
tantamount to quitting the whole survey since we did not allow respondents to skip the question (though we often
allowed a “DK” response).

Measuring Knowledge of Parties’ Legislative Seat Shares 3



116that respondents assign each party a number between 0 and 100 and that all their answers sum
117to 100).5 Further, we explicitly encouraged respondents to guess if they hadQ5 no idea.6

118Consequently, the data do not provide an explicit answer for what percentage of respondents
119would have chosen to simply skip the question or that would have chosen “Don’t Know” (DK)
120for any individual party. That said, a respondent could still choose not to cooperate with the

Fig. 1. Example of the question for United Kingdom (percentage, fixed order)

5 This inability of respondents to choose DK for any specific party is a necessary feature of a question that
constrains responses to sum to the correct total (e.g., 100 percent in the percentage condition) since entries left
blank or marked as DK would need to be assigned a number in the summation (e.g., 0).

6 This is consistent with the advice of survey researchers (Mondak 2001; Mondak and Creel Davis 2001;
Mondak and Anderson 2004) who are interested in combating the problem of the differential propensity to offer a
DK response (e.g., men versus women). One way to avoid this problem is to force responses and accept that true
lack of knowledge will contribute only noise to the data.
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121question either by abandoning the survey entirely or by providing non-serious answers. For
122example, the simplest such non-cooperative strategy (and requiring the fewest mouse clicks)
123would be to leave all parties at their default value of 0, except one—giving a single party 100
124percent. Table 1 demonstrates how frequently our respondents appeared to resort to such
125strategies.
126While there are theoretically a large number of ways that respondents might not cooperate
127with the question—other than the one we have already noted (giving one party 100 percent)—
128there is little evidence of the widespread use of such strategies (see Online Appendix B).
129Further, the general pattern of responses is also our first indication of the overall reasonableness
130of our respondents’ answers (as being apparent in Online Appendix B, and explored more
131thoroughly in the next section). Especially in the UK case, we see that most respondents gave
132high shares to the two big parties and much smaller shares (and often 0) to others.7

133It is also the case that some of the individuals may appear to be non-cooperators because they
134answer very quickly or in a way that otherwise indicates a lack of engagement with the
135question. However, it is also possible that some of these respondents may fully understand the
136question and be willing to answer, but simply do not know the answer and so guess (as they
137were encouraged to do). These people should not “count” against the usefulness of the question

TABLE 1 Apparent Non-Cooperation With the Question

United Kingdom Denmark

A. Number of Rs who assigned 100% of seats to one party 66/1395 (4.7%) 43/1418 (3.0%)
B. Number of Rs answering the question in under 10 seconds 103/1395 (7.4%) 80/1418 (5.6%)
C. Number of Rs answering the question in under 20 seconds 172/1395 (12.3%) 123/1418 (8.7%)
Either A or B 110/1395 (7.9%) 85/1418 (6.0%)
Either A or C 174/1395 (12.5%) 126/1418 (8.9%)

Fig. 2. Hazard rate for attrition by question: percent of respondents who reached the question but dropped
out of the survey at that point
Note: Questions are placed in order from first asked (top) to last asked (bottom). Hazard rates for questions
shown after expected seats are not reported (this includes standard demographic questions). LR= left-right.

7 Unfortunately, when there are many parties with similar (smaller) shares, it is more difficult to assess the
accuracy of the overall patterns (e.g., Danish case in the Online Appendix B). Thus, we use it only as a useful
heuristic and save a more careful analysis of accuracy for the next section.
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138in general. Indeed, part of the point of the question is to help identify the (proportion of)
139respondents who—even if they tried—simply could not answer accurately.
140One way to get a sense of how many of our respondents fit into this category—the coop-
141erative but unknowledgeable—is to identify whether the respondents who bailed out on the
142question are also generally unknowledgeable and unengaged in politics. If the question is
143simply a bad one (i.e., one that is too complicated or frustrating for the typical survey
144respondent), then we should see at least some individuals who bail out of the question despite
145performing well on other less complicated political knowledge questions. If instead, the indi-
146viduals who bail out also know little about other aspects of politics, we will be more confident
147that it is because they really did not know the information rather than that they responded badly
148to the complexity or difficulty of the question.
149To examine this, we utilize three “current events” questions. These questions asked about
150important events in the news that occurred in the days just before the survey was in the field
151(questions are in the Online Appendix A) and are shown previous to the party size questions.
152We use them to create a “habitual news reception” score for each respondent. The result, for
153example, is that of the 110 respondents who we identified as “non-cooperators” above (based on
154the criteria either A or B), only 14 respondents (12.7 percent of the non-cooperators and
1551 percent of the overall sample) are in the top quarter of our habitual news reception scale.8 This
156suggests that most of the 7.9 percent of non-cooperators who we identified are perhaps better
157classified as simply unknowledgeable in general than as being unwilling to answer the question
158because of its form.9

159It is also of interest to examine whether the results above change when we ask the party size
160question in different ways (i.e., whether we asked about number or percentage of seats and
161whether we used a random or a fixed order of parties). This information is provided in Table 2.
162The proportion of respondents who appear not to cooperate with the question is somewhat
163smaller for the treatments that asked about numbers than percentages. While the differences are
164not large, they may reflect the often-noted difficulty that some individuals have interpreting
165information presented in percentage terms (Converse and Presser 1986).
166While the analysis so far has been concerned with identifying individuals who did
167not cooperate with the question in some way, we can also ask the more general question
168of whether the format of the question encouraged different levels of engagement for those
169who did appear to cooperate. We have two pieces of interrelated information that can shed
170light on this: timing data on how long it took each respondent to answer the question and data
171on the number of “clicks” he or she made while on the page. In our analysis, respondents were
172much more likely to adjust their initial answers when they answered the question with seat
173numbers than with percentages (see Online Appendix C and D). This may suggest more
174cognitive engagement in the activity when presented with the task of assigning seat numbers
175rather than percentages. This pattern is also consistent with the difference in the time it took
176respondents to complete the questions (see Online Appendix E). The median time to complete
177the question was 65 seconds in the percentage conditions and 100 seconds in the seat number
178conditions.10 Likewise, these durations are highly correlated with the number of clicks
179(r= 0.59), suggesting that the longer time was plausibly due to more active engagement with
180the question.

8 Most of these are near the lower bound of this quartile—only four such respondents in the top 12.5 percent
and 0 in the top 7 percent.

9 Results for Denmark are similar.
10 There was no difference in median times across the fixed or random order condition.
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181Question 2: Are Respondents Accurate?

182Given that a large number of respondents seem willing to attempt a serious answer to the
183question and even to spend a significant amount of time honing their answers, we now turn to
184the question of how accurate they are. To assess accuracy, we compare our respondents’
185expectations about each party’s legislative seat share to the average forecast of these shares
186during the same week that the surveys were in the field.11

187Instead of examining all the parties, it will be useful to initially focus on the largest
188parties in our two cases because these cases quite clearly illustrate a previously unknown
189measurement issue that appears to be critically important to the way such questions should
190be asked.
191Figure 3 provides the relevant data for the Conservative and Labour parties in Britain for each
192of our four treatment conditions, with the dotted line indicating the correct seat share according
193to the average forecast available at the time of the survey. While respondents in the “seat
194numbers” condition provided answers as numbers of seats, to facilitate direct comparisons with
195the “seat percentages” condition, we have deterministically converted seat numbers to implied
196seat shares in these graphs.
197It is immediately apparent that the typical respondent reports very different party sizes
198between these two conditions. Specifically, the typical response of the respondents asked about
199expected numbers of seats is very close to the expected number of seats reported in the
200forecasts. In contrast, the response of the typical respondent asked about percentages of seats is
201shifted (incorrectly) to the left by almost 10 percentage points.
202The likely source of this difference becomes clear when one adds to the graph the
203average forecasts from polls for vote shares (the solid lines) as well as those for seat shares.

TABLE 2 Number of “Non-Cooperators” by Treatment

Number (Fixed) Number (Random) Percent (Fixed) Percent (Random)

United Kingdom
Abandoneda 2/350 (0.6%) 3/358 (0.8%) 4/363 (1.1%) 4/359 (1.1%)
Gave 100% to one party 12/342 (3.5%) 12/352 (3.4%) 24/350 (6.9%) 18/350 (5.1%)
Under 10 seconds 15/342 (4.4%) 19/352 (5.4%) 37/350 (10.6%) 32/350 (9.1%)

Denmark
Abandoned 7/365 (1.9%) 5/360 (1.4%) 5/371 (1.4%) 9/374 (2.4%)
Gave 100% to one party 10/353 (2.8%) 11/351 (3.1%) 12/360 (3.3%) 10/354 (2.8%)
Under 10 seconds 13/353 (3.7%) 18/351 (5.1%) 26/360 (7.2%) 23/354 (6.5%)

Note: Non-cooperators refer to those who assigned 100% of seats to one party or answering the question in less
than 10 seconds (either A or B in Table 1). The difference in proportions for the number versus percentage cases
is statistically significant at p< 0.05 for those under 10 seconds (for both the United Kingdom and Denmark) and
for those assigning 100% to one party for the United Kingdom.
aThe denominator on this question (and similarly for Denmark) includes only individuals who started the survey
and persisted long enough to be assigned to a treatment (and so see the seat question).

11 For the United Kingdom, a variety of media sources reported expected seat numbers, combinations of
which appear to have been widely reported along with shares of vote support. These include predictions form
electionforecast.co.uk (Newsnight index), electoralcalculus.co.uk, The Guardian, May 2015.com, the Sporting
Index, and First Past the Post. We took the average of these sources for the week prior to the election. For
comparability across different versions of our questions, we often use these seat numbers converted (determi-
nistically) into seat shares (by dividing by 650). In Denmark, given the high degree of seat-vote proportionality,
polling firms do not tend to report forecasts of “seats” (either in numbers of percentages), but rather percentage of
“votes” for each party. In this case, we rely on the polling average for vote shares from (the many) national polls
released the week of our survey.

Measuring Knowledge of Parties’ Legislative Seat Shares 7



204Specifically, the typical respondent who was asked about percentages of the parties’ seat shares
205clearly reported the values of the current polling about parties’ vote shares, while those asked
206about numbers of seats reported, on average, numbers of seats that translated to the correct
207seat shares.
208Given the pervasiveness of information about parties’ likely shares of vote support in
209the weeks and days leading up to the election, it is not particularly surprising that respondents
210make this mistake. The typical respondent would have heard or read many reports of such
211percentages and thus such information may well have been readily available to them—and
212easily primed by our language of vote shares and percentages—when confronted with our
213question.13

214An even more intriguing result is that this mistake does not extend to those respondents who
215were asked to provide their expectations in terms of numbers of seats instead of percentages.
216First, it obviously suggests that these respondents did not form their expectations by starting
217from the same mistaken perception of seats shares as the other respondents. Had they done that,
218we would get the same leftward shift that we observed in the percentage condition. Conse-
219quently, it must be that these respondents were either calculating seat numbers from accurate
220information about seat shares or directly accessing information about seat numbers. Consider
221the plausibility of each possibility in turn.
222Perhaps respondents had accurate information about likely seat percentages and then used
223that information to calculate and report seat numbers. We are skeptical of this possibility mainly
224because it does not explain why respondents in the “seat numbers” condition could accurately
225retrieve seat percentages from memory (previous to converting them to seat numbers) while not
226mixing them up with (the likely much more readily available) vote shares, while those in the
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Fig. 3. Distribution of responses for Labour and Conservative Parties
Note: Dashed line: polling average seat percentage; solid line: polling average vote percentage.12

12 The median absolute error for each condition calculated against the vote and seat polling averages is as
follows: for the Conservatives, seats random condition: 5 for votes versus 11 for seats; seats fixed condition: 5 for
votes versus 11 for seats; percent random condition: 11 for votes versus 6 for seats; and percent fixed condition
10 for votes versus 6 for seats. For Labour, seats random condition: 5.5 for votes versus 10 for seats; seats fixed
condition: 6 for votes versus 10 for seats; percent random condition: 11 for votes versus 7 for seats; and percent
fixed condition 9 for votes versus 5 for seats.

13 In the Online Appendix E, we show that those respondents randomized to the “seat percentage” condition
were much faster answering the question than those who were randomized to the “seat number” condition, which
is consistent with the idea that vote share information was more readily available (and directly reported
incorrectly as seat shares) than information on the number of seats.
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227“seat percentages” condition could not do so (instead substituting available information about
228vote shares for seat shares).14

229The second possibility is simply that voters have direct information about the expected seat
230numbers parties will obtain and report this directly when asked (completely avoiding the danger
231of the kind of mistaken substitution of vote support we see in the other condition). Our review
232of the reporting of poll information in the British press supports the idea that information about
233likely numbers of seats won by each party was readily available to voters, if not as easily as vote
234shares. Specifically, we found that in reporting the state of the horse race, stories tended to
235provide either no information about seat distributions or to report both vote shares and the
236implications of these shares for the number of seats the parties were likely to obtain. For
237example, the day before the election in the United Kingdom, The Guardian newspaper reported
238on its latest poll which “showed Labour holding steady on 35% while the Conservatives slipped
239to 34%.” However, the report goes on to include specific information about the likely number of
240seats the major parties would gain: “The Guardian’s final poll projection, […], suggests that
241Labour and the Tories could be perfectly balanced in the new House of Commons, with
242273 seats each.”15 Further, this example illustrates another common theme in the reporting of
243predicted legislative seat shares: They were often only reported for the leading two parties or
244were provided only as the qualitative conclusion that these two parties were likely to be close to
245parity in seats, with no specific numbers given.
246Indeed, we can look at the data in another way that lends some additional support to an
247interpretation in which we see these specific forms of media reporting of information reflected
248directly in respondent expectations. Specifically, Figure 4 provides a set of ternary diagrams that
249plot each respondent’s implied or reported seat shares for Labour, the Conservatives, and all
250other parties combined (which necessarily sum to 100 percent). As noted, media reporting about
251the election was dominated by the idea that the two large parties were likely to gain similar
252shares of votes and seats. Thus, the key result in the diagram is the marked prevalence of
253response along the black lines in each figure, which indicate cases in which the respondent
254assigned equal seat shares (or numbers) to Labour and the Conservatives.
255What is clear here is that there is a strong tendency to equate the shares of the two large
256parties, even when the total share of seats assigned to these two parties relative to others is
257much larger or smaller than it should be. This is thus consistent with the idea that even when
258voters were unsure of the exact sizes of the two big parties, they nevertheless understood that
259they were likely to be the same size.
260Finally, if our explanation for the striking difference in the distribution of responses across
261treatments is correct, we should see (1) a similar difference in the responses for the smaller
262British parties (but shifted right rather than left), and (2) no such difference in the highly
263proportional Danish system in which there is a close correspondence between votes and seats.
264Our analysis in the Online Appendix F confirms the first expectation for the other British
265parties. For example, the median expected seat share for the Liberal Democrats in the “seat
266percentage” condition was 8 percent, but in the “seat numbers” condition was 5 percent
267(the average forecast for seat share was 4 percent and for vote share was ~9 percent).

14 One possibility is that the “seat numbers” condition, by providing the total number of seats as part of the
question, more directly emphasizes the fact that the question is about seats and not votes, thus making it easier to
avoid missing this important fact.

15 This pattern—a reported vote share and a seat number—was very common in our review of news reports of
polls before the UK election and likely reflects a simple journalistic imperative to minimize the kind of confusion
that results from reporting multiple percentages with different meanings (e.g., the direct conversion of the
reported 273 to percentage in the example is a share of 42 , not 34 or 35 percent).

Measuring Knowledge of Parties’ Legislative Seat Shares 9



268The second expectation is confirmed in Figure 5, which provides the expected seat dis-
269tribution by condition for the two largest Danish parties, the Social Democrats and Venstre
270(Danish Liberal Party). As we expected, we do not see the same striking difference across
271conditions in this case.
272This result suggests that researchers trying to tap voters’ knowledge of legislative seat shares
273should be careful about asking respondents to answer in terms of seat shares when these could
274be quite different from vote shares. Apparently, when asked about percentages, the typical
275respondent just quickly provides the percentage of “votes” at the top of their head (which
276happens to be wrong) and moves on. In contrast, when vote and seat shares are likely to be the
277same, then the choice may be less consequential.

278CONCLUSIONS

279In this paper we examined survey measures of an often-overlooked aspect of political knowledge:
280knowledge of party sizes. This effort was motivated by recent work highlighting the importance of a
281number of quite specific informational inputs (like party sizes and incumbency status) to heuristic
282rules that may allow otherwise uninformed individuals to leverage this information into reasonable
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283inferences about more complicated (and less observable) aspects of politics (e.g., which policy-
284making coalitions have formed or will form, how parties are changing their policy positions, and the
285distribution of policy making influence in collective decision-making environments).
286Given widespread skepticism of both the feasibility of asking such questions and their added
287value over and above standard batteries of less complicated questions tapping other political
288facts and current events, such questions have seldom been asked on previous surveys. Con-
289sequently, there is little existing evidence to substantiate or refute their assumed infeasibility or
290to explore the best forms in which to present them. In this paper, we remedy this lack using
291original data from two surveys (and survey experiments) fielded just before the 2015 elections
292in Denmark and the United Kingdom. This effort yields two very clear conclusions:

2931. Earlier (evidence free) skepticism about the willingness and ability of respondents to answer
294such questions is unfounded.16 295

296Few respondents refuse to attempt the questions or adopt avoidance strategies and the vast
297majority of responses are quite generally sensible, though there is clear variation across
298respondents in accuracy.

2992. In polities in which there is disproportionality between votes and seats, questions aimed at
300tapping knowledge about legislative seat shares should ask directly about numbers of seats
301and not percentages of seats.

302Our data from the United Kingdom shows quiet clearly that the typical respondent who was
303asked about seat shares responded with information about vote shares. However, the typical
304respondent who was asked about numbers of seats (somewhat remarkably) provided accurate
305seat numbers (which when converted deterministically to shares resulted in accurate seat
306shares). This result makes sense when one investigates how the media in the United Kingdom
307tends to report parties’ electoral strength and the consequent implications for the distribution of
308legislative seats. While we do not as yet have evidence from other disproportional systems, it is
309not implausible that a similar phenomenon applies to other cases. If so, this is a critically
310important result for the future design (and interpretation) of such knowledge questions.

311
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